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Curing of concrete is essential for quality pilings

Our foundation blocks are made with 5000 psi concrete and allowed 
to cure for more than 30 days to achieve greater strength. Only then 
are the blocks ready to be installed.

Heavy Steel Support.
Steel Shims At Top.
Heavy Steel Bottom Plate.

8" x 8" x 12"
5000 psi Concrete Block.

8" x 8" x 8"
5000 psi Concrete Block.

5/8" Steel Rods.

Pressed-In pilings have the advantage of being able to be installed to 
great depth when the soil has less load bearing capacity.



PRECAST, STEEL REINFORCED PILINGS:

Baton Rouge Foundation Repair installs Pressed-In Precast Concrete pilings that are steel reinforced 

and have proven to have far fewer adjustments needed than the Drilled and Poured concrete pilings 

that we installed in the past.

NO WAIT TIME FOR CONCRETE TO CURE:

Our pilings can be installed and put into use the same day. Drilled and poured concrete pilings, such 

as some of our competitors install, require a minimum of a week of curing time under ideal conditions.

DEEP PILINGS IN SOFT SOILS:

The soil under the majority of the structures that we work on is very soft. Our pilings can be pressed into the 

ground as deeply as needed to find suitable soil to support your structure. 

The average depth of our Pressed-In Precast Concrete pilings is 22 feet. Often, the depth achieved is much 

greater. Many structures in the greater Baton Rouge area have needed up to 42 foot deep pilings before 

suitable soil was found.

OUR COMPETITORS’ PILINGS:

The drilled and poured pilings that some of our competitors use have a maximum depth depending upon the 

installers equipment and might not be installed deeply enough in this soft earth. Future adjustments are likely 

to be needed with drilled and poured pilings in these soils.



Contract Pitfalls

Arbitration: Some contracts force you to hire an engineer as an arbitrator if there is a dispute. 

Please research arbitration thoroughly as arbitration can be more expensive than hiring an attorney. 

And, you may still need to hire an attorney.

Job Detail Work: Some contractors do not perform the end-of-job detail work. Caulking or 

mortaring of cracks, even if the crack closes completely, is just one of the finishing touches 

that you should insist be part of your quality foundation repair job.
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None of the below examples apply 

to our warranty or contract.

Upheaval: Some companies have blamed upheaval when the area that should be warranted has 

settled. You may be told that you need to pay for more work. Although we agree that upheaval 

does actually occur, we have seen it happen only twice in 22 years.

Poor Drainage: Some companies have blamed poor drainage for causing their work to fail 

and then DEMANDED TO BE PAID AGAIN. Baton Rouge Foundation Repair has 

never blamed poor drainage when resettlement has occurred. We would be embarrassed to 

tell anyone that a small amount of insufficient drainage would cause our work to fail.

Warranty Transfer Fee: Some companies require a transfer of the warranty when the house is sold. 

If this does not happen within the contractor’s specified time period, and often with a fee needing to be 

paid, the buyer of the house will have no warranty. Please consider this when comparing overall prices 

from our competitors.

Get A Price. Not An Estimate: Some contracts allow the price to be increased if the pilings 

are installed to greater than a predetermined depth. Baton Rouge Foundation Repair will not 

raise your price no matter how deeply the pilings are installed.

Is Your Home On A Fault?: Some companies have wording in their contract that allows them 

to void your warranty if your house is located on a geological fault. Many houses in and around 

the Baton Rouge area could be claimed to be located on a fault. Download LSU’s BR Fault Guide:

http://www.brfoundation.com/BRFaultGuide.pdf



Will the structure be level?

It certainly will be more level and usually, much more level. Many factors can help or hinder the leveling job. Some factors 

are: How far down it is and for how long it has been in that down position. How the structure is constructed and out of which 

types of material. Additions and previous repair work can also be a factor. Remodeling work and general cosmetic repairs 

over the years my cause you to want to not level the structure completely because of the potential for cosmetic damage that 

can be expensive and time consuming to repair.

How many piers will be added?

The number of piers added is generally dependent upon the board length of sill (beam) needed to correct the problems. Each 

12 ft. length of sill will have three or four piers installed under it. If your home has some original piers that are deteriorated, 

we will install one or two new piers next to those. In some cases, the old piers are replaced entirely.

What are the piers made of?

All piers will have a 4" thick, 16" square or 20" square concrete pad on the ground under them.

Above that we install heavy duty "Sand and Gravel" concrete 8" x 8" x 16" blocks.

What about new beam size and rotten wood replacement?

When replacing rotten wood we will usually use the same size as was originally installed. When adding sills (beams), we 

usually use 6" x 6" pressure treated pine. We can use 4" x 6" beams in some cases unless the house is multiple story.

Baton Rouge Foundation Repair offers services to correct the
settlement of both Pier & Beam foundations and Slab foundations.
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Pier & beam

foundation warranty

is 6 years.



Pressure Treated Lumber

We use only pressure treated lumber in all of our work.

Although your older home probably was not built using treated lumber, we believe that most 

of our customers feel more confident having us use this longer lasting product.

Seasoned Lumber

Seasoning lumber reduces the moisture content of wood before its use.

Seasoned lumber will experience less shrinkage and twisting after installation. There will be 

much less chance that we will need to return to make adjustments to our repair work.

Heavy Duty Concrete  “Sand and Gravel” Blocks

We use only heavy duty “Sand and Gravel” concrete blocks in our pier and beam repair work.

These materials weigh much more and are much stronger than the light weight materials that 

are not strong enough to hold up to the loads that are typically placed upon them during 

leveling of your home.

Why we don’t use steel shims

The problem with steel shim material is that the cost is high and therefore the shims are cut too small. This causes there to 

be a smaller contact area between the beam, shim and block where two things happen.

1) The small shim presses into the soft, unseasoned wood that most companies use, causing the need for future adjustment.

2) The steel shim creates a pressure point in a small spot on top of the concrete block. This can easily crack the block.

Large Fiber-Cement 
shim material

Seasoned, treated
lumber

Termite shield
Heavy “sand and 
gravel” cap block

Heavy
“sand and gravel”

pad and block

Heavy Duty Concrete  “Sand and Gravel” Pads

We use only heavy duty “Sand and Gravel” concrete pads in our pier and beam repair work.

These materials weigh much more and are much stronger than the light weight materials that 

are not strong enough to hold up to the loads that are typically placed upon them during 

leveling of your home.



Slab Foundation Warranty

Pier and Beam Foundation Warranty

Baton Rouge Foundation Repair, Inc.

Certificate of Warranty

Upon completion of contract work and payment of contract price, Contractor warrants the area of the 

foundation where lifting was performed against settlement for 6 years from contract date provided that the 

structure has not suffered excess moisture, fire or storm damage. Warranty is transferable free of charge. 

Should settlement occur, Contractor shall raise settlement to as near as possible to level. Customer is 

responsible for removal and replacement of anything that customer installed that blocks access to piers, 

including flooring.

No repairs incidental to settlement will be performed other than caulking of cracks in brick and mortar.

   Address:

   Certificate Number:                                   Contract Number:                              

   Baton Rouge Foundation Repair by:                                                                                         

Baton Rouge Foundation Repair, Inc.

Certificate of Warranty

Upon completion of contract work and payment of contract price, Contractor warrants the installed pilings 

against settlement provided that the structure has not suffered flooding, fire or storm damage.

Warranty will remain in effect for the life of the structure. Warranty is transferable free of charge. 

Should pilings settle, Contractor shall raise foundation to as near as possible to the level that was 

previously achieved. Customer is responsible for removal and replacement of anything installed by 

customer that blocks access to pilings, including flooring.

No repairs incidental to settlement will be performed other than caulking of cracks in brick and mortar.

Address:

Certificate Number:                                   Contract Number:                              

Baton Rouge Foundation Repair by:                                                                                         


